. INTRODUCTION
The indU'.,trial robot i.. a highl y nonlinear. coupled multivariablc ... y,tcm with nonllncarcon"lr.tlnl~. Forthi .. rca ..on. robot control algorithm'!> arc often divided Into 1\1.0 "tage.,: pm" plmming and pm" tmd.ill,f.!_ A conceptually ... implc approach to thc palh planning problem h to generale a joint-.,pacc If.ticclory ba.,cd on intcrpolillion of a 'lcqucncc of dc..ircd Joint anglc ... Thj.. approach ignore.. rno..,' of thc dynamIC'> of thc rohOI . .,0 thc rc ..ullant lntjccl0ric\ do nOI take full at!vOIntagc of Ihc robot', cilpahllitlC"l. But thc trajectories arc tYPically In thi ... article_ it j.., ..hown ho\\ a trigonomctric "plinc that pa ....e... I!('llra given set or JOint Io.not~ can be optImized. rhe objective runetlon.., that arc lI""d arc mimmum jerlo. ilnd mll1imum torque. In the minimum Jerk ca..c_ the prohlem reduce ... to a quadr.tlic programming problem \qth linear con ...tminh . The ma).i mum error ot the kno!'> i ..... pccified by thc u!ler. The uniQuc contribution or this article is the straightforward way in which the intermediate knot angle constraints arc incorporated into the optimiLation problem. In addition. the decoupled nature of trigonometric splines can be taken advantage of to reduce the computational expcn,e of the problcm .
Section 2 gives a review of trigonometric l>plines and their application to robot path planning. Section 3 discu'>e, the optimization of trigonomctric splinc, . This includes the cal>e where thc trajectory is required to pass exactly through the specified knots and the case whcre the trajectory is required to pass ncar the knots within a prespecified tolerance. Section 4 provides some numerical example, of the optimization schemes discus;,cd in this article. and Section 5 presents some concluding remark,.
TRIGONOMETR IC SPLI NES
The term trigonometric spline '"'' first introduced by Schoenberg." but since then other definitions have appeared in the literature. " .n So. the term is not well-defined. In this '>ection, the trigonometric splines used in this article will be defined , and their application to robot path planning will be summariLed. See Simon and Isik for detaib .'·'
While Schoenberg was the originator of the term trigonometric 'pline. his function, are not compo,ed solely of trigonometric functions." Since then, kinematics can be performed at each of these goal points. resuiting in a set of (II + I) joint space goal points y, for each joint.
Then. II fourth-order trigonometric pol ynomial s .\',(!) can be generated. Fourth-order polynomials arc u,ed so that the first three derivatives at each endpoint can be constrained. Thi, allows the user to join the polynomials together so as to have a joint-space path with continuous derivat ives up to the third order. The function,)!) (i = I . . . . . 11) i, defined ollly on the time interval II, 1.1,1. These II trigonometric pol ynomials arc joined together to form a trigonometric spline. Becau ,e ),,(1) is a fourth-order trigonometric polynomial. it has eight undetermined coefficients Isce eq. (2)1. The eight constraints u~ed to determine the coefficients of ),,(1) arc },(l, ,) =)" r
Y(I,,'
.\',(1,) = .", .r(t,) (4) where y:,I(1) denotc~ I he rlh derivative of ),,{t). Thc-,c con,traint"l I11U~1 be ~pec i fied (either heuristicall y or optimally) before the coefficie nts of .\',(!) can be obtained hee Section 3).
In this article, it will be assumed that I, I = 0 and I, = rr /4. (i = I . . . . . 1/). These value~ give computational stability and smoothne s of motion ' Equa tion (4) shows that for each ~pline segment we will havc four constraints at I = 0 and four constraints at I = rr/4. Therefore. the eight T,.,' in eq. (3) where the identity ,in 4 (1
7T / 8) ;
co, 41 ha, been used and the sign of (I , .• has been reverse d for notational ';implicilY·
The fir~t two constrain" of eq. (4) arc given by the inverse kinematic, ,olution of the Cartesian trajectory. There arc several different way' to specify the la" six constraints of eq. (4). One way is that the ,,,er may desire certain joint derivatives at the knots . Another possibility is that these constra int, could be determined to minimile some objective function (see Section 3). Yet another po,~ibility i> that these con'trainh could be chosen u~ing "ome simple. heuristic method (wch as a central-difference approximation) .,n The determination of the eight coefficient" for the 'pline ,egment y ,(I) can be accompli'hed by the inve"ion of an 8 x 8 matrix IA , 
The function y(l) is a trigonometric spline that satisfies the desired interpolation conditions and has length 1I1r14 ~. The un,caled spline Oft) given by
;tretches the trajectory from its normalized length 117T/ 4 to a desired length T.
The derivative, of the un,caled trajectory arc related to the derivative> of the ~caled trajectory as follows : (9) 
OPTIMIZATION
The uscr of the trajectory formulation algorithm described in the previous section is free to choo~c the fir~l three trajectory derivatives at each knot. The user will typically desire to set the derivatives at the endpoints to zero. A simple and reasonable heuristic method of choo,ing the r,,,t derivative at the interior knots would be to u,e a central-diITerence method on the knot angles . 'o Similarly, a diITerence method could be used on the knot velocitie, to calculate the interior knot accelerations, and a difference method could be used on the knot accelerations to calculate thc interior knot jerks. The resullanttrajectories are called lIomilla/trigonometric 'plines .
However, if additional COn1('llilcr time i~ avai lable. the knot dcrivativc~ can be chosen to minimize ,ome objective function . A general objcctive function can bc written in the form J Jl OUJI ( 10) where [( .) is a general nonlinear function. 0(1) is a P-vector of trigonometric splines. and I' i, the number of joints that the robot has .
Recall that 0(1) is a time-scaled and time-hifled version of yU) [see eq.
(8)1 where y(t) i, the !'-veClor of normalized trigonometric spline.... and y (t) is compo,ed of the II spline segmcnl, y,(l)lsee eq . (7)]. Therefore. eq . (10) can be written as ( 11 ) where x(') is a general nonlinear function of the ,arne form as[(') in eq . If J is known to have on ly one minimum, then eq. (11) i, minimiLed when
where y:r) is the r lh derivative of the j lt. normalilcd spline ~egmcnl of the ph joint of l'he robol. Because y,(1) is a function of y:~' only for k E {i.i + I} Isee eqs. (5) and (6)1, eq. (12) can be written as
vY' J ( 13) Further simplification from this point depends on the form of eq. (10). So. the optimal control problem is simplified by reducing its dimension, thereby converting it to a parameter optimization problem. This general ap proach to optimal comrol is simi lar to that taken by others. " -li But. their formulations are applicable only for constraints at the initial and final time and do not allow for con,traints at specific times in between. In other words , as a pplied to the robot path planning problem, their a pproac hes are valid on ly for path planning between an initial point and a final point. and do not allow for intermediate knot;
.
Two specific example, of optimization (minimum jerk ami minimum torque) are considered in the following section, .
Minimum Jerk Trajectory
Suppose that the user desires to minimilc the jerk of each joint throughout its trajectory . Kyriakopoulos and Saridi~ report that the joint position errors of the path tracker increa, e with the magnitude of joint jerk ." Abo. Flanagan and Ostry present evidence that the human brain plans arm movement;, so as to minimize a function of joint jerk ." So. minimiLing ome function of joint jerk would seem to be de;irable. resulting in a coordinated motion that could be accurately followed by the robot path tracker. The objective function of eq. ( 10) cou ld then be written as
Becau,e the jerk of each joint i, decoupled from the other joint,. the minimiza tion of eq . (14) can be pelformed one joint at a time. Becau se 0"'(1) is a ,caled version of )""'(1). the minimization of eq . ( 14) is equivalent to the minimization of !. where (II + I) is the number of knots and 11",,/4 i, the normalized length of the joint trajectory Isee eq . (7)] . To minimize eq . (15). we want to ;ct each of the partial derivative, with respcctto the (1/ -I) normalized interior knot deriva tives equal to zero. So. eq . (15) will be minimizcd when 
where the 0 , arc 3 x 3 matrice, . A"ume that the derivatives of the trajectory are constrained at the endpoint•. and adopt the notation
Then. eq . (17) can be combined into the block tridiagonal matrix equation
en , " , where the 3 x 3 {)~ mal rice,> arc con,tant malricc~ with knov. n numerical entric"t anti the .3 x 1 C~ vector., arc (';on"lal1l vector, with known numerical entrie,. Sec Simon and hik for detaib ',X It can be shown that the matrix on the left-hand side of eq . (19) is always nonsingu1ar. This property folio"" from the fact that eqs. (14) and (15) arc alway, greater than Lero unle" all of the knot derivative, are zero .
Minimum Torque Trajectory
Recall that the 1'-c1clllent torque vector of a I'-joint robot can be given ~" (20) where /11 i. . . . the P x P rna"" matri;\ and S i.., a vector of centrifugal. Corioli~, anu gravity term'). Suppo~c the u. . . . er want\ to choo~c the interior knot dcrivaljvc~ of the trigonometric spline for each joint .,0 .\\ to achieve a minimum torque trajectory. Then. the objective function could be written as (21) where R is a P x P positive-definite weighting matrix . U,ing the fact that 0(7) = .':(111'(7/47') hce cq. (~)j. the torque vector .j can be wrillen ,., the fullowing function of the normalilcd joint trajectories:
: '(IITr7/47')) (22) U,ing the change of variable, t = I17,Ti41", the objective function of eq. (21) can be written in terms of the norma Ii led joint trajectorie~ a~ 4T f."'"
where 3'\ is given by (24) Because y is formed by joining together the individual Yi component" each of This proce» continue, until convergence i' > attained, at whic h point the function 1 ha'> been minimiLcd along one direction . Powell's method repeats the above line minimi7ation N times, where N i, the dimcn,ion of the domain of the function 1. Each ,et of N line minimizations i, called an iteratioll. After each iteration. one of the N directions is replaced by a new direction to '>peed convergence. So the next iteration begins, which again minimizes along N directions . One of those directions is new,and (N -I) of the direction, are the ,ame a, tho,e used in the previous iteration . The new direction is the average direction moved in the previous iteration . The direction th a t re,ultcd in the large,t decrease of the objective function is the direction that h replaced .
Optimization with Nonzero Knot Tolerances
A'::J de~cribed in Section 1. invcr')c kincmatic\ arc u.,ed at a ..,equencc of desired robot configuration, to obtain a <;eq uencc of joint angles. The,e joint a ngle, are interpolated by a trigonometric spline. The resuitant 'pline wi ll exactly give the desired robot configurations at the knots. However, the knot, a re often chosen to avoid obstacles or sat i,fy joi nt angle lim it constraints. So the u'>er may not reall y require the robot trajectory to pa,s exact ly through the knots. It is po"ible that the knoh arc more like "ccnte" of tolerance" lIellr whic h the robot is required to pas,. This is the trajectory planning approach u,ed by Paul. " Unfortunate ly, Paul', method docs not re,ult in any II priori error bounds at the knot,.
The trigonometric spl ine, discu"ed earlier in this artic le. and most algebraic spli nes, are planned so as to exactly pass through the given knots. The remainder of thi, section discu~se, the usc of trigonometric »plines when the robot is not required to pass exact ly through the given knots . This additional freedom is used to improve the performance of the robot trajectory with respect to the objective function~ discu\sed earlier in thi~ ')eelion: minimumjerk and minimum torque.
Typically, we would expect knot tolerances to he given in task space. These tolerances must be mappcd intojoint space to perform the constrained optimiza tion discu»ed in the remainder of this section . In this art icle, it is ""umed that the knot tolerance,> have indeed been mapped into joint space.
Minimum Jerk Trajectory with Nonzero Knot Tolerances
As before, we desire to minimiLc the integral of the square of the jerk of the joint trajectory (27) f . II 
10"'( t) I-dt
where xi i, given by 
and Q is an 8 x 8 ~ymmclric po ' :) ilive ,",cmidcfinitc matrix . So. we obtain <2" + Q" <2"
Iy"'(r)]-dr = ;;2,x!Qx j
Q"
where the 4(11 -I)-vector \" i. . . . given by (38) Equation (37) is the qlwntity thai we arc trying 10 minimize. SuI. the fiN two terlm on the right-hand ,ide of eq. (37) arc con,tanh. So, we can write Ihe
where the 4(11 -I)-vector h i, given by
and Ihe block tridiagonal matrix Q is obvious from eq. (37). The Q matrice s of eq. (34) and following arc given numericall y in Simon.· Now. the u,er may not require the Irigonometric spline to pa" exactly through the given inlerior knots. The user may rather specify a de.,ired tolerance for each knot. Thi, increa,e, the domain of the optimization problem and thus re')ults in a lower objective function va lue and a larger computational effort.
The knot tolerances result in Ihe following inequality constraint, being associ aled with the minimization problem of eq. (27) . (.1',,,,, -I',., ) . . . (), ,,,,,, Matrix Q can be , hown to be positive definite by ,imilar reasoning a, lhed for the matrix in eq. (19) .
So. the problem has been reduced to a quadratic programming problem with linear constraint!>. Thi, type of prublem can be ,olved by ,everal different algorithms, among which i, the following . procedure . Now ,uppose we desire to find a minimum torque trigonometric spline through a given ,equence of kno", but with a 'pecified allowable knot tolerance hec eq. (41)! given by (52) Each vector in eq. (52) has P elements. "ith P being the number of joints of the robot. The vector inequality in eq . (52) is taken component by component.
Minimum Torque Trajectory with Nonzero Knot Tolerances
In principle, Powell's method can be used to find a minimum torque trigono metric spline subject to the con>lraints given by eq . where /1(-) is the unit step function, a nd k, arc weig hting consta nts. Unfortu nately, when I(x) is a highly coupled nonlinear function, the penalty function approac h may result in an a ugmented objective function with many hi ll s and valleys. So a local minimum of eq. (54) might be significantly larger than other ncarby minima. This indeed turns out to be the case for th e minimum torque trigonometric spl ine problem wi th nonzero knot tolerances. Specifically. con sider the constrained minimization problem min r' (J T R '(J dT subject to Iy, -y"I:5 y,,,,, (i = I, . . . ,11 -I) (55)
This problem can be converted in to an unconstrained problem using th e penalty function approach and then solved by Powell's method. But the solut ion thus obtained is neglibly better than the solution to the problem
Jo .
whi ch is simply the unconstrained minimum torque problem wit h zero knot tolerances (see Section 3.2) . So, rather than us ing a penalty function method the following method , wh ich makes use of the physical significance of the co nstraints of eq. (52). is proposed:
Thi s method is a set of (11 -I) miniminlliol1'i (the outer minimization) over p.
dimensional domains G,). The function that each or these (II -I) minimizations minimizes is itself the solution to a minimilalion problem (the inner minimization) over 3P-dimens iona l domain, (W' ).
The above algorithm recognizes the inc reased number of hills and valleys in the objective funtion due to the increao;;ed number of free parameters (i.e . . the knot angles). The a lgorithm a lso recognizes that the optimum knot derivatives -y") , are functions of thc knot angles v .,
Summary of Optimization Results
Optimizat ion of trigonometric splines has been di scussed in this section. A lrigonometric spline trajectory of a P-joinl robot i~ a fun ction of 3P(1l -I) parameters, where (II -I) is the number of interior knots. The free parameters a re the first three derivatives of each joint at each of the interior knots. So a robot trajectory planning problem is convert ed to a parameter optimizat ion problem. Constraints on intermediate robot configu rations are realized by adding an appropriate knot to the trigonometric spline.
If the objective function is an arbitrary combination ofjoint derivatives. and the constraints on the intermediate robot configurations are equality con,traints. then the optimization problem has a unique solution that can be ,olved in closed form. If the constra ints are inequality constraints. or if a general objective function (e.g .. torque) is u~ed. the problem mu,t be solved using an iterative method. This is due 10 the nonlinearity and coupling of robot dynamics.
There i, nothing new about a,suming the form of the control and thus con verting the optimal control problem into a parameter optimiLation problem. The unique contribution of thi, section is the straightforward way in which intermediate constraints can be incorporated into the problem. A Ie" significant but equally unique contribu tion is the dccouplcd nature of the trigonometric spline segments. which results in a large saving, of computational effort for the iterative minimization method" (~cc Section 3.2) ,
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section. ,imulmion resulh "ill be presented to ,upportthe work done in the previous section . The robot manipulator that is considered is a two-link robot that is described in Craig.' At" o-degree-of-freedom robot is used so that the results can be easily shown in figures. The robot operates in the vertical plane with the acceleration due to gravity denoted by g. It is assumed that each link' s ma» (Ill, and Ill , ) is concentrated at it> distal end . The link lengths arc denoted by I, and I,. The torque (in Nc" ton meters) due to viscous friction for each joint is a"umed to be five times the joint velocity (in rad/s). The firM joint angle 0, is taken as the angle from the horizontal pmitivc x-direction to the first link . The second joint angle 0, is taken as the angle from the out"ard direction of the fir,t link to the second link. Both joint angle, arc measured in the counterclockw;"e direction . The joint torque~ for thi, ,implc manipulator are given by Seven Carle,ian knots are s pecified. The trigonomelric ,pi inc is required to pa" through (or near in the ca,e of nonlero knot tolerance,) these seven knot>.
The ,even kno" arc given in Table I . a long" ith the corre'pondingjoint angles at the kno" (obtained by inver>e kinematics). The ,even knots arc shown graphically in Figure I . There i, currently no other literature that di scusses optimum robot path planning through a given se t of knot,. So, these knots were chosen so mewhat arbitrarily to represent what might be a typical task for an industrial robot. The length of the path was fixed at }O s. In thi, section. five different types of trigonometric ,plines arc computed :
• nominal ~plinc.., (no optimization)
• minimum jerk splines (Sec tion 3. I) • minimum torque spline, (Section 3. Hildreth'; algorithm was used for the minimum jerk trajectory with nonzero knot tolerance; (a, described in Section 3. For the minimum torque trajectories. Powell's method of nonlinear parameter optimization (as described in Section 3.2) was implemented on a DEC Vax 8820 running VMS 5. 1. Powell's method was used to perform (II -I) separate 3P-dimensional minimization problems. '" indicated in eq . (26) . The number of knots is (II + I) , and the number of joints is P (two for the manipulator considered in this section) . The weighting matrix R of eq . (21) was taken to be the identity matri\. The algorithm was considered to have converged when the objective function decreased by Ie» than 0.50/<. The additional minimization with re,pect to the knot angles (for the case of minimum torque with nonzero knot tole rances) was considered to have converged when the knot angle under consideration changed by less than 0.5°.
The resulting Cartesian space lrajectoric ... arc shown in Figures 2-6 . Note the strange motion of the minimum torque spline in Figure 5 . This is apparently due to the singularity at (.r. y ) ~ (0, I) and point s out the fact that minimum torque trajectories take the dynamics of the robot into account. Therefore , the resulting trajectory may not agree with intuition. Also. note that gravity in· creases the required torque when the end-effector is rising but decreases the required torque when the e nd-erfector is de,cending. Thererore. the minimum torque trajectory may not be symmetric . ,., seen in Figure 5 . A comparison or the va riou s objective runctions is given in Table II . The numbers in Table \I arc rad'is ' for the jerk objective runction and (Newton meter)' . s ror the torque objective run ctio n. Note rrom Table II improvcmelll in the torque objective function when optimiLation is u~ed. Even the minimum jerk splines decrea,e the torque requirement by a fa ctor of five or ,ix when compared to the nominal s plines. This indica tes that the minimi La tion of jerk is a big s tep toward the minimiLation of torque . In co ntras t. the usc of minimum torque s plines doc, not res ult in any improvement of the jerk object ive function when compared to th e nominal splines . Table II s hows that the introduction of nonzero knot IOlerances resu lt s in a decrease of the objective function unuer consideration. Thi~ is as expected. The opt imi zatio n a lgorit hm is given more free parameters. and this results in beller ped·ormance. Table III shows the computatio nal effort that was requireu for eac h 'pline. The nominal spline and minimum jerk spline, have closed-form solutions. and so their computational effort ca n be mea,ured inJ/ups (fl oating point operat io ns). The ot her splines in Table III require It has bee n shown that the u,e of trigonometric splines for robot path planning is very ame nable 10 path optimizat ion subject to u;,er-specified knot tolerances. The knOb may be chosen to avoid obstacles. So. the robot path does not need to path exact ly through the knot' but rather lIear the knots. This possibility makes optimization ~ubjccl to user·specified knot tole rance~ a desirable feature of a path planning method. The objective fUllction under consideratio n can dccrca5c significantly if the knot to lerance" are used wi"icly. The opt imization procedures presented in this article arc iterative and thus cannot be performed If the objective function include, the dynamics of the robot (e.g .. torque).
then the opt imization problem mu"t be ,",olved using an iterat i ve parameter optimization method . This j, due 10 the nonlinearity and decouplcd nature of robot dynamics . There is pre.ently no known theory for closed-form minimila tion of arbitrary. nonlinear functions . But the decoupled nature of trigonometric splines can be exploited. The decoupling of the 'pline segments means that the optimization problem can be split into many smaller subproblems (one for each knot). Thi, decreases the computational effort by a ,ignificant amount. The simu lation results of this article indicale that the minimization of a torque objective function can re,ult in a decrease of torque by a factor of 25 or morc. This would rc')ult in Ic~..., wear and tear on the robot and lower power requirement'. Both of the,e re,ult, would be attractive to robot user .
The allthor~ arc grateful to the reviewer... for their thoughtful o;;ugge~lion ... ror improve mcnh to thi!'. article.
